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OBJECTIVE:

-Develop appropriate 
design procedures to 
simplify the detailing 
requirements for typical 
precast, slender spandrel 
beams.



Typical L-Shaped Precast Slender Spandrel

(Corbelled Spandrels were also Considered)

BACKGROUND:



BACKGROUND:

Global Modes
-Flexure
-Lateral Bending
-Shear
-Torsion

Local Modes
-Connections
-Punching Shear
-Ledge Bending
-Ledge (Corbel) to 
Web Attachment



Current design practice (PCI) is based on a 
procedure published by Zia and Hsu (1978, 
2004) using a  skewed-bending concept.  
While effective for compact cross-sections, 
this procedure was never intended or 
validated for aspect ratios higher than 3.0

BACKGROUND:



RESEARCH SUMMARY:

•Experimental (16 full-scale tests completed, all 
included 24-hour sustained load tests)

•Analytical (extensive finite element and rational 
analysis were completed)

•Design Guidelines (a simple rational model 
was developed and validated using experimental and 
analytical results)



16 tests of full-scale spandrel beams were conducted.

EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:

Parameters included:
- L-shaped and Corbelled spandrels
- Prestressed and Reinforced Concrete
- Aspect Ratios (height / web thickness) 7.5 and 4.6
- Spans – 30 feet and 45 feet
- Bearing pads – Teflon-coated and Masticord
- Detailing – “Extra” detailing and “Typical” Detailing

L-Shaped Corbelled Prestressed Reinforced Open Closed Extra Typical Teflon Typical

*SP1.8L60.30.P.O.E     
*SP2.8L60.30.P.O.E     
*SP3.8L60.45.P.O.E     
*SP4.8L60.45.P.O.E     
SP10.8L60.45.R.O.E     
SP11.8L60.45.R.C.E     
SP12.8L60.45.P.O.E     
SP13.8L60.45.P.C.E     
SP14.8L60.45.P.O.T     
SP15.8L60.45.P.O.T     
SP16.8L60.45.R.O.T     

SP17.8CB60.45.P.O.E     

SP18.8CB60.45.P.S.E   †  
SP19.8CB60.45.P.O.T     
SP20.10L46.45.P.O.E     
SP21.10L46.45.P.O.T     

* Specimens were tested as part of prior research sponsored by PCI producer members
† Specimen SP18 was constructed with special closed reinforcment in a hooked-C shape
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EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:
“Extra” detailing refers to additional partial length flexural  
steel reinforcement and welded ledge reinforcements to 
induce end-region failure modes.



EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:
Open vs. Closed Reinforcement:



EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:
Open vs. Closed Reinforcement:

SP12: Open = 778 lbs. SP13: Closed = 1251 lbs.
= A 473 lb Savings in Shear/Torsion Steel (37%)



Tested spandrels were loaded through double-tee deck sections.

EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:



EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:

Stem to Ledge Bearing

Welded Connections

Double-Tee Deck 
Members

L-shaped Spandrel

Lateral 
Reaction

Main Vertical 
Reaction

Lateral 
Reaction

Tested spandrels were loaded through double-tee deck sections.



EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:
Experimental Results:

•All spandrels tested held their factored loads.

•(7) spandrels failed in their end regions along a skewed-
diagonal crack plane.  All had extra detailing.  All sustained 
at least 135% of the factored design loads.

•(6) spandrels failed due to local limit states at the ledge or 
corbel.  All were “typical” designs.

•(2) flexural failures near midspan.

•(1) Lateral shear through web at lateral tie back.



EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:
Representative Cracking Pattern: Inner Face



EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:
Representative Cracking Pattern: Outer Face

Midspan



EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:

Open

Special Closed

End-Region Failure Mode: (Induced with “Extra” Detailing)



EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:
Representative End-Region Failure Mode: 
(Induced with “Extra” Detailing)



EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:
Failure Modes for Typical Beams  



EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:
Failure Modes for Closed Beams with Enhanced Detailing:  



EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY:



-ANACAP – Version 3.0

-Nonlinear, 3-Dimensional Finite Element 

Extensive Nonlinear 3D Finite 
Element Analysis was Conducted:

-Robust Concrete Material Model

-20-Node Brick Elements

-Reinforcing steel modeled as individual sub 
elements within concrete elements

Cracking Potential at Factored Load
(Dark blue indicates crack; red indicates 

impending cracking.)

ANALYTICAL SUMMARY:



Plane of 
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Crack 
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Plane of 
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ANALYTICAL SUMMARY:

Models were calibrated to experimental data:



DESIGN APPROACH:
A rational design approach was proposed.  The approach is 
based on the idea of designing for two components of torsion:

A bending component

and a twisting component.

Tub

 cosTT uub

 sinTT uut



Limits on the proposed design approach.

DESIGN APPROACH SUMMARY:

•A simply-supported precast spandrel.

•The web is laterally restrained at two points at each end.

•Applied loads are spaced along the bottom edge of the web.

•The aspect ratio (height divided by web thickness) is no less than 4.6.



CONCLUSIONS:

-The completed experimental and analytical work 
demonstrate that the end-region failure mode of a slender 
spandrel beam is along a skewed diagonal crack.

-All beams exhibiting a skewed-diagonal crack in the end 
region were specially configured to force this failure mode.

-End-region failure modes will not govern in a typical slender 
spandrel beam, using either open or closed reinforcement.



CONCLUSIONS:

-The proposed design method greatly simplifies the 
reinforcement details of a typical slender spandrel beam and 
has the potential to save the industry substantially.

-The proposed design method results in beams which are safe 
and ductile.

-The torsion present in a slender spandrel can be 
considered in two components: Bending and Twist



CONCLUSIONS:



CONCLUSIONS:



QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION:


